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I. Frescoes

The Fresco was the first Adult design to feature our now iconic logo metal plate on the heel. 
 The irregular contours of the leather overlay represent breaches. In the first edition, they opened on a satin un-
derlayer.

Because  yes there are cracks. That’s how the light shines through
So we naturally called her fresco, in reference to these old murals that peel and reveal what’s underneath the 
surface. 

Layerings materials to create a pattern has now become an Adult trademark, and we consider it to be an homage 
to how complex and colorful we all are.
Oh, and because we praise bold uniqueness, our pieces are all available in sizes EU36-46



Classics

Leather ankle-boot with a ‘cracking’ construction, revealing contrasting underlay.
Narrow fit

Extended square toe
Side zip closure

18 cm shaft height; based on a size 39
90 mm heel

Leather covered heel with logo-embossed metal plate detail

Italian brush-off
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II. Bengals

It’s this symbol, and the boldness associated to it, that 
we decided to emulate here. 

The ankle-boot features an overlay of textures as well 
as colors, with a combination of calfskin and suede.

The Bengal is the lushious, sexy yet elegant sister. 
We wanted to keep celebrating individuality and guts. 

Animal stripes, we know it, are specific to their owners. 
Unique. Like giant, blown-up fingerprints.

The fit of the Bengal is comfortable, wider than the Frescoe, 
with a front zip. We also developped it in two different heel-
height and three styles, making it adaptable to different li-
festyles.



Pump

Knee-highAnkle-boot

Graphic Bengal tiger-pattern leather application.
Boots: Contrasting overlay, leather on leather or suede

Pumps: tone on tone with a contrasting leather binding at the edges  
 True to size
 Pointed toe
 Boots: front zip/lace closure

16cm/37cm shaft height; based on a size 41
Leather covered heel with logo-embossed metal plate detail

Knee-high boots: Square «langue de chat» leather-covered heel

Heel height:
90 and 120 mm



III. Ornaments
Since our very first release, we have been developping some pieces like collectibles. Pieces decorated  with elabo-
rate artworks, that express our commitment to details and uniqueness. And our fundamental nature as storytellers.

The very last edition of our Ornaments series won’t be unveiled until September 16th, Adult’s birthday. It’s been 
two years, and the sun keeps rising, so we wanted to celebrate with a release of three exclusive, never seen before 
pieces. But to keep you alert, here’s a peak:


